The Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) designation is the only globally accepted certification for internal auditors and remains the standard by which individuals demonstrate their competency and professionalism in the internal auditing field. Since the program’s launch in 1973, it has opened up countless doors of opportunity for practitioners around the world as it communicates their ability to serve as a key player in their organization’s success.

KPMG’s CIA Training Course will get you ready for your examinations after attending around 75 live training sessions given by certified well-experienced instructors. Using material designed to match the exam structure and will increase the passing rate by practicing on pool of questions along with the explanations.
CIA Exam Outline:

Part 1:
Internal Audit Basic
125 questions
2.5 Hours
(150 minutes)

Part 2:
Internal Audit Practice
100 questions
2.0 Hours
(120 minutes)

Part 3:
Internal Audit Knowledge Elements
100 questions
2.0 Hours
(120 minutes)

CIA Passing Score

Given this exam is 100% consisting of multiple choice questions, candidates can get an unofficial pass / fail score right after the exam. official results will be emailed within 24-72 hours. a candidate needs to answer 75% of the questions correctly in an exam with “standard difficulty”, he might only need to reach 70% on a set of more difficult questions in order to pass.

https://na.theiia.org/Pages/IIAHome.aspx